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Federal Closing Package Quick Reference Guide 
Exhibit H 

Federal Forms 15, 18, and 19 
Appendix A:  Report C083  

 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Each year the State of Arizona conducts a Single Audit per 2 CFR 200 subpart F (200.500).  Preparation of 
a Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards (SEFA) is required by auditees per 200.510(b).  In order to 
prepare a SEFA for the non-independently audited agencies of the state, the General Accounting Office 
(GAO) monitors all cost structure and Grant ID establishment within the financial system for accuracy.  
The financial postings within the cost structure feed into INFOADV Report C083, which summarizes 
federal grant activity at the CFDA level for each agency for reporting in the SEFA.  Even with GAO review 
some items may not be correct in the financial system and adjustments need to be made.  Completing 
the Federal Closing Package each year gives the agencies the opportunity to attest to the financial 
systems accuracy and make any necessary adjustments.  The various forms are discussed in the 
following order: 
[1] FORM 15 
[2] FORM 18 
[3] FORM 19 
Appendix A: Report C083 
 
[1] FORM 15: Federal Financial Assistance Checklist 
 
Identify the source[s] of your agency’s Federal assistance.  Check all that apply. 

Federal Government, Another State of AZ agency, Non-Federal, non-State of AZ agency, State 
Universities (3 major; NAU, ASU, UofA) 

 
This is a general survey question concerning the sources of Federal funding for GAO purposes.  With this 
information we can determine if the appropriate cost structures are established based on the funding 
source. 
 
Question 1:  Are cost structure elements (Program) used to capture the activity related to your 
agency’s Federal assistance? 
  
This question is used to determine if an agency is using the cost structure to capture all Federal Grant 
expenditures.  Use of the cost structure to capture federal activity if needed to feed statewide reporting 
needs.  The baseline report being used to summarize yearly SEFA expenditures (for most agencies) is the 
C083 (statewide on-demand Cost Accounting report).  This report keys off of cost structure information 
to summarize federal expenditures by CFDA.  More information about the report can be found in 
Appendix A. 
 
If you respond ‘NO’, and have not been using the cost structure to capture federal grant activity, you will 
need to fill out Form 19 Additional Federal Expenditure Reporting so that we make sure that all federal 
expenditures for the state are reported.  
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Question 2:  Review InfoAdvantage report C083 (all tabs) for your agency related to the appropriate 
FY.  Does the report reflect the total expenditures for your agency by CFDA in the corresponding FY? 
 
Unless your agency receives an audit that includes a formal SEFA, INFOADV Report C083 is the baseline 
report for statewide SEFA development.  Reviewing this report is critical to ensure we are incorporating 
the appropriate Federal expenditures into the Single Audit Report.   
 
The C083 report now has multiple tabs the report federal expenses based on federal stimulus funding.  
CARES and ARPA stimulus funding should now show up on the own tab, separate from regular grant 
funding activity.  These tabs were created because this stimulus funding has special reporting 
requirements. 
 
If you respond ‘NO’, and Report C083 is not accurate for your agency by CFDA, you will need to fill out 
Form 18 Federal Expenditure Adjustments.   
 
Question 3:  Are there any expenditures that occurred after the FY under audit that are related to 
grant activity in that FY and need to be accrued for SEFA reporting? 
 
Since the C083 is a FY driven report, any expenditures outside of the FY of the audit will not be captured 
by the report and thus need to be added manually to the reported total by utilizing Form 18.  Note, 
because the report is FY driven any expenditures accrued and reported in a prior year will in turn need 
to be adjusted and not reported in the next year of audit. 
 
If you respond ‘YES’, and you had reportable expenditures occur outside of the FY of audit, you will need 
to fill out Form 18 Federal Expenditure Adjustments for ‘Accrual’.   
 
Question 4: Does your agency pass through grant funds to NAU, ASU, or UofA (3 major) as a sub-
recipient? 
 
These state universities are part of the State Single Audit Report.  Since these universities have their 
own financial systems it is not possible to break out the pass through grants passed to them from state 
agencies (see Appendix A for how the C083 deals with pass through among state agencies).  To avoid 
double counting of expenditures, use Form 18 to indicate the amounts passed through to these 
universities that will reduce the amount of reported SEFA expenditures for your agency. 
 
If you respond ‘YES’, and passed money to one of the three major state universities, you will need to fill 
out Form 18 Federal Expenditure Adjustments for ‘University’.   
 
Question 5:  Are match expenditures captured in an established federal cost structure? 
 
Match captured in the cost structure may be picked up as a federal expenditure by the C083 report.  
Utilize Form 18 to identify the amount of match captured by the C083 report so the proper amount of 
federal expenditure is reported.  
 
Note, if you track match in a cost structure under a separate program that does not have a Program 
Category rollup the associated transactions should not be reflected on the C083 report. If you use Major 
Program Category rollups, the information is likely being captured on the C083 report. 
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If you respond ‘YES’, and match expenditures are represented in the Report C083 total for a CFDA, you 
will need to fill out Form 18 Federal Expenditure Adjustments for ‘Match’.   
 
Question 6:  Does your agency recover indirect costs from grants? 
 
This is a general survey question for GAO purposes.   
 
Question 7:  Is your indirect cost rate negotiated or the de minimis rate as per 2 CFR 200.414(f)? 
 
Any agency that utilizes the de minimis rate for indirect cost recovery per 2 CFR 200.414(f) must be 
disclosed in the notes to the SEFA. 
 
Question 8:  Does your agency have a Grant Program (CFDA) near or above $30 million in expenditures 
for the FY? 
 
Federal Programs that expend more than $30 million in federal dollars for a reporting entity need to be 
identified for the Auditor General’s Office.  This is used to help determine the Programs that will be 
audited.   
 
Question 9:  As related to a Federal grantor ‘review’ (site visit), does your agency meet any of the 
following criteria; had a review during the FY under audit, are currently conducting a review, or have 
an upcoming review scheduled? 
 
Any findings that a Federal grantor may find during a review, site visit, or formal audit need to be 
communicated to the Auditor General’s Office as well as the Office of the State Comptroller. 
 
The GAO may also be a reference for answering questions about the financial system. 
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[2] FORM 18: Federal Expenditure Adjustments 
 
This form is utilized if you answer ‘NO’ to question 2 or ‘YES’ to questions 3, 4, or 5 of Form 15. 
 
Question 2:  Review InfoAdvantage report C083 (all tabs) for your agency related to the appropriate 
FY.  Does the report reflect the total expenditures for your agency by CFDA in the corresponding FY? 
 
A response of ‘NO’ indicates that the C083 is not returning the expected amount of federal expenditures 
for a CFDA.  There could be many reasons for the report not returning what is expected and GAO will 
work to identify what the issues may be.  To make sure the appropriate amount of expenditures are 
reported for a CFDA please, at a minimum, identify Adjustment Type of ‘C083 REPORT’, CFDA, and 
Expenditures in Form 18.  Please report the Expenditures as an adjustment amount of the C083 report 
amount and include if it is from the CARES or ARPA tabs of the report in the ‘Notes’. 
 

 
The above example is indicating that the C083 report is showing more expenditures than expected and thus an adjustment to 
reduce expenditures by $1,000 is needed.  If more information about the difference is known please indicate accordingly.   
 
Question 3:  Are there any expenditures that occurred after the FY close related to grant activity in the 
FY under audit and needs to be accrued for SEFA reporting? 
 
A response of ‘YES’ indicates that not all reportable federal expenditures occurred in the FY under audit 
but should have been and need to be reported as such.  If the expenditure was reported in the last 
year’s audit but occurred in the FY under audit the adjustment will be a reduction of reported 
expenditures.  If the expenditure occurred in the FY subsequent to the audit year additional 
expenditures will need to be reported.  As this type of adjustment is related to specific payments, more 
information should be known and included in the Form 18 listing for ‘ACCRUAL’.  Please include if the 
adjustment is for CARES or ARPA funding in the ‘Notes’ field. 
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The above example is indicating that a $2,000 payment occurred outside of the FY of the C083 report and needs to be reported.  
Additional COA and payment details are included. 
 
Question 4: Does your agency pass through grant funds to NAU, ASU, or UofA (3 major) as a sub-
recipient? 
 
A response of ‘YES’ indicates that the C083 report amount includes amounts passed through to these 
entities that are included in the State of Arizona Single Audit report and an adjustment needs to be done 
to ensure we don’t ‘double count’ expenditures for a CFDA.  The movement of federal pass through 
funds to these universities is not considered the expenditure point for the state as related to the Single 
Audit, even though it may be for prime quarterly 425 reporting.  Adjustments of this type should always 
be a reduction and at a minimum should identify the Adjustment Type as ‘UNIVERSITY’, CFDA, 
Expenditures, and a Note indicating the university the adjustment is for. 
 

 
The above example indicates amounts passed through to two different universities for the same CFDA.  The amount will be 
reduced from the agency reported total and should be part of the university’s reported total for the CFDA. 
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Question 5:  Are match expenditures captured in an established federal cost structure? 
 
A response of ‘YES’ indicates that the C083 report amount includes expenditures for related ‘match’ that 
are not to be reported as federal expenditures.  Match adjustments should always be reductions and 
should also be indicated on the form down to identifiable COA elements. 
 
Please report the Expenditures as an adjustment amount of the C083 report amount and include if it is 
from the CARES or ARPA tabs of the report in the ‘Notes’. 
 

 
The above example indicates different instances of how to report adjustments for match expenditures.   
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[3] FORM 19: Additional Federal Expenditure Reporting 
 
This form is utilized if you answer ‘NO’ to question 1 of Form 15. 
 
Question 1:  Are cost structure elements (Program) used to capture the activity related to your 
agency’s Federal assistance? 
 
A response of ‘NO’ to this question means that the cost structure is not capturing federal expenditures 
and thus no information will be present on the C083 report.  A ‘NO’ response will prompt GAO outreach 
to account for the federal expenditures to be reported for the FY and to help with any questions about 
establishing cost accounting COA for future federal fund tracking and reporting. 
 

 
The above example indicates the COA related to federal expenditures outside of the cost structure and not picked up by the 
C083 report.  Other documentation will be requested upon GAO review. 
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APPENDIX A: INFO ADVANTAGE Report C083 
 
INFO Advantage Report C083 is located in Statewide Reports, Cost Accounting – FIN-AZ-GM-C083 
Schedule of Expenditure of Federal Awards.  The report summarizes journal postings related to cost 
accounting use designed to represent the amount of federal expenditures to be reported for a CFDA in a 
specific FY. 
 
Report Filters 
 
The C083 report is FY driven to mirror the Single Audit reporting timeframe.  The report’s second 
primary drivers are Major Program Category and Program Category rollups.  These centralized COA 
rollups indicate the Grant Type within the system.  The C083 report is filtered to pick-up the rollups 
designated as Federal in nature and now consists of three [3] tabs to distinguish federal stimulus 
funding.  The C083 report tabs are as follows: 

• GM-C083 SEFA - This tab summarizes normal grant funding activity that would be established in 
AFIS with Major Program or Program Categories 01[EX], 05[EX], and 10[EX]. 

• GM-C083 CARES - This tab summarizes activity specific to the CARES Act stimulus funding that 
would be established in AFIS with Major Program or Program Categories 14[EX], 15[EX], and 
17[EX]. 

• GM-C083 ARPA - This tab summarizes activity specific to ARPA stimulus funding that would be 
established in AFIS with Major Program or Program Categories 18[EX] and 19[EX]. 

The presence of a PPC CFDA or PPC SEFA ID is also required.  Missing CFDAs or SEFA IDs will be 
highlighted in your agency’s monthly grant reconciliation (a separate process).  Finally, the report will 
filter out agency to agency pass through items processed as Federal Operating Transfers, utilizing object 
code ‘9111’. 
 
The report then summarizes the filtered information by CFDA or SEFA ID for all Accrued Expenditures 
and Cash Expenditures (closing classes 10 and 11) in the ‘Expenditures’ column for SEFA compilation.  
The report also does a subtotal of these expenditures that should be reported as Pass-Through 
Expenditures based on the object code used.  Currently the object codes being identified as Pass-
Through are; 6811, 6821, 6831, 6832, 6841, 6842, 6833, and 6861.  This listing is subject to change 
based on Comptroller Object expansion and agency feedback. 
 
 

https://gao.az.gov/coronavirus-aid-relief-and-economic-security-cares-act-funding-grant-set-afis
https://gao.az.gov/american-rescue-plan-act-arpa-2021-funding-grant-set-afis
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***The C083 report with multiple output tabs to highlight stimulus funding.*** 

 
 


